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Foreword

John Hanna, formerly Director of Planning of Bellevue Schools,

Bellevue, Washington, is currently a Research Assistant with the Field

Training and Service Bureau, College of Education, University of Oregon.

Mr. Hanna has extensive experience in the use of planning and proj-

ect management. He has studied project management techniques in both

military and industrial settings.

Following an extensive intern experience with a major developmental

project of a large aerospace firm, Mr. Hanna developed a planning office

and implemented project management techniques in the Bellevue School

District. Based on these experiences, Mr. Hanna also designed and

developed project management workshops which he has presented to school

administrators throughout the Pacific Northwest.

The contents of this Bulletin are based on Mr. Hanna's research

efforts, training, and experiences in adapting project management tech-

niques to the administration of public schools. His thoughts deserve

careful consideration by all school administrators.

Kenneth A. Erickson
Executive Secretary
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THE PROJECT APPROACH AND THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Introduction\

Warren G. Bennis predicts that

bureaucracy will founder on its

inability to adapt to change pre-

cipitated by a technologically

sophisticated society. He ad-

vises that new organizational

patterns have to be developed

that can react faster than the

present bureaucratic forms.'

It is not the purpose of this

article to advocate the overthrow

of bureaucratic forms of organi-

zation. Indeed, they have and

will continue to serve us well in

many capacities. For despite all

the criticisms experienced by

bureaucracies, when functioning

smoothly, they are efficient,

predictable, impartial, and fast.2

The problem is, bureaucracies do

not always function smoothly.

Bureaucracies often have diffi-

culty in reacting quickly to

change, as Bennis points out.

A bureaucratic organization can

be modified so that it can react

faster when the need arises.

Such a modification is important

to those organizations established

to provide education. The second

half of the twentieth century,

thus far, has been filled with

one change after another. The

demands created by a constantly

changing society has seriously

taxed the capacity of many of our

educational bureaucracies to ef-

fectively and efficiently respond.

Alvin Toffler in his book

Future Shock incroduces the term

"ad-hocracy." This term takes

on significance when considered

in the light of Bennis' predic-

tion. It provides a framework

for bureaucracies to react quick-

ly to society's needs.

Ad-hocracy is the antithesis of

the permanence so characteristic

of bureaucratic organizations.

Ad-hocracy, applied to an organ-

ization, can become a way of life

just as permanence has become so

for the many who work in a bu-

reaucracy. Ad-hocracy provides

the means through which an organ-

ization can adapt itself to the

ever-changing demands of a modern

society. Project management,



which is starting to become more

common in many organizations of

today, is ad-hocracy in applica-

tion.

Before considering what project

management itself is, what is a

project? Desmond L. Cook of Ohio

State University, a leader in

project management, gives the

following characteristics of a

project:

1. A project is usually finite

in character.

2. A project is usually com-

plex in nature.

3. A project consists of a

series of tasks which re-

late only to that particu-

lar project.

4. A project generally con-

sists of a once-through,

non-repetitive, or a one-

of-a-kind activity."

David I. Cleland of the Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh said, " . . .

the project approach is a manage-

ment philosophy--a unique blend-

ing of organizational forces to

manaQe activities which cut

across different organizational

lines."5 Projects are classified

as temporary (ad hoc) organiza-

tions that the parent organiza-

2

tion establishes for the purpose

of achieving some end-result with-

in the time, cost, and specifica-

tions given. School districts

have many activities that are

compatible with the "project"

approach.

The project approach is comple-

mentary to the functional organ-

ization. The functional organi-

zation is primarily designed to

satisfy the organization's need

for maintenance. The project

approach, on the other hand, is

well suited for dealing with

change. Together they form a

matrix-type organization (see

chart 1) that is capable of meet-

ing the demands for both mainte-

nance and change.6



Project Characteristics

Projects are structured as

horizontal organizations; they

are fiat when compared to func-

tional organizations; the chain

of command is relatively short.

Projects usually cut across

organizational lines to pick up

technical support from the vari-

ous departments. Projects appear

as a need appears, and disappear

when the need has been satisfied.

They can be large, such as the

SST program of Boeing a few years

ago, or small, requiring the ef-

forts of just two or three peo-

ple. The project's organization

and operation depend a great deal

upon the mission and the avail-

able resources.

How does a project spread it-

sel' over time? Projects can be

considered as following some kind

of general life cycle. The proj-

ect is conceived in the conceptual

phase--somebody has an idea for

a new reading program. The de-

tails of the idea are further

developed into a general plan of

attack or strategy--the definition

phase. A model of the process

for achieving the end-result is

3

developed--the planning phase.

The product (reading program) is

developed and tested - -the opera-

tional pliaAt. If the product

meets the specification, the

project will then pass into the

implementation phase where the

newly developed product is added

to or replaces the current pro-

gram (see chart 2).

Federal projects go through

planning, operation, evaluation,

and dissemination phases. All

projects have a beginning, a mid-

dle, and an end that generally

corresponds with the phases sug-

gested.



Basic Concepts in the Mana ement of Projects

The basic structure underlying

the management of projects in-

cludes:

1. Designation of a leader

for the project.

2. Centralization of planning

and control of the project

in one man or a team,

3. Decentralization of support

for the project with such

support under the direction

of the project leader.?

Designation of a Project Leader

The designation of a project

leader is probably the most

crucial decision to be made about

the project. Pick the wrong per-

son and failure can be predicted.

A project leader can be an admin-

istrator, teacher, custodian, bus

driver, etc. The important thing

is that the best person be picked

for the specific project at han)1.

For example, in a project deve1p-

ing a new reading program, a high-

ly trained classroom teacher

might be selected. The person

must be given every assistance

by the larger organization to

achieve the end-result desired.

4

Top management support is essen-

tial to the success of the proj-

ect leader.

Planning_and Control Central-
ization

The project leader is responsi-

ble for planning the project from

beginning to the end. His career,

his job, and his reputation will

rest upon his success or lack of

success. If a person accepts the

obligation to bring a project to

a successful conclusion, he must

have a great deal of influence

in determining what will and what

will not be done.

Control, i.e., seeing that

things happen according to plan,

is important to the project lead-

er. Control is provided for the

project leader by insuring that

planning, resources allocation,

and information management are

centralized in the position. It

is his ability to control that

becomes his source of authority,

which in turn aids him in accom-

plishing his responsibilities.

As far as organizationa: control

over the project, the project



leader is accountable to some

leader in the parent organiza-

tion for accomplishment of the

project.

Decentralization of Project
Support

Decentralization of project

support means that the project

relies upon support from the

functional departments of the

organization. If the project

is to have a budget, the business

department will aid in develop-

ing the budget and help the proj-

ect leader in accounting for the

expenditures. This concept is

very powerful for several rea-

sons. Through de:entralization

of project support, the organiza-

tion, as a whole, has a better

opportunity to use its resources.

Functional departments have an

opportunity to apply their exper-

tise to projects, thus strengthen-

ing the project's technical as-

pects (see chart 1). This avoids

the costly practice of attaching

full-time personnel to a single

project. Servicing of projects

by experts located in functional

departments allows the project

5

to have a small nucleus of staff

and still possess the technical

capabilities of a much larger

project staff.



The Project Leader

The project leader is the key

to successful project management.

This person has a direct relation-

ship to the quality of the end-

results of the project; therefore,

he must be selected carefully.

The basic task of the project

leader is to produce a desired

end-result. These end-results

must be produced in accordance

with the following parameters:

1. Project plan

2. Project budget

3. Project schedule

4. Product specifications

These parameters are identified

by the project leader and his

staff. Agreement is reached

between the project leader and

his boss regarding the parameters

before the project is allowed to

proceed. Another way of looking

at this process is that a quasi-

contract is developed between

the project leader and the boss.

The "contract" specifies what

will be required by the project

and what will be accepted as evi-

dence of successful completion

of the project,

6

One common error made when

selecting a project leader is to

automatically choose someone who

has demonstrated his or her

abilities in a functional leader-

ship capacity. Although to do so

seems reasonable, it many times

proves fatal to the project.

Several problems arise when this

type of "tapping" is followed in-

discriminately. First, the proj-

ect arena is different than run-

ning a functional organization.

Usually in a project everything

is new. This "newness" is an un-

easy world for someone who is used

to routine. Second, the authority

of a project leader is more real

and less legal. The project

leader has to rely upon his abil-

ity to persuach,, negotiate, and

his strategic position relative

to control of planning, resou es

and information (real authority).

This can he an uncomfortable

situation for someone who has

come to rely upon the authority

of rank (legal authority) to get

the job accomplished. Third, the

relationship with former peers



changes when one assumes the

project leader role. The func-

tional leader, when acting as a

project leader, is no longer on

an equal standing with other

functional leaders. Fourth, the

problem with using a functional

leader to lead a project is that

all too often he is given both

the functional and the new proj-

ect job to do without a reduc-

tion in his functional responsi-

bilities. In this case, neither

job is well done and a good lead-

er is overworked and frustrated.

This does not mean that, in

every case, a good functional

leader cannot be a good project

leader, but one should use some

caution in making such a dual

assignment.



WO Would a School District Be Interested in the Project Approach?

Probably one of the most ob-

vious reasons for a school dis-

trict to be interested in the

project approaCh it that it pro-

videi for organizational flexi-

bility, The project gives an

organization a way to respond to

problems without e3tablishing a

perManent structure. It provides

the organization with a way of

:regrouping resources to meet

different problems.

Projects provide training

groundS- for prospective managers--

a place where they can get_experi-

ence, and a place wherethe'

organization can assess the tal-

ent, the knowledge, and the mo-

tivation of the individual. It :

is a place where both parties can

look each other over to determine

if the relationship should be

established on a more permanent

basis

The project approach also gives

the organization a flexible way

of adding to the rewards of its

members. Frederick Herzberg says

the "satisfiers" suchas recogni-

tion; advancement, achievement,

8

work, and responsibility are

prime motivational factors.8 The

classroom teacher is not in a

position where many of these

are readily provided

by the organization. The project

increases opportunities to reward

on the basis of Herzberg's

"satisfiers."

For example,. appointing a teach-

er as-project leader for-the'evra-

tion of a project and letting hiM/

her return to the classroom upOn_

completion of the project, pro-

vides the best of both worlds for

some teachers. The teacher does

not have to completely leave

teaching (a source of satisfac-

tion for-the teacher), but-tan-

periodically venture forth to

utilize his or her talents in

projects; and thus secure

"satisffers" that-g3 along with

this administrative kind of WOPk--

"satisfiers" such as recognition

and responsibility. The educa-

tional organization, then,-has

the service of a-teacher*and the

service of an adininiStrator in

one person. Andithe-toacher has-



found broader fields for reward

in the organization. This move-

ment within the organization can

provide opportunities for teach-

ers to benefit from specific

"satisfiers":

1. Recognition can be provided

through the opportunity to

lead or be part of an im-

portant project.

2. Advancement can be indi-

cated by the leadership

positions made available

through projects.

3. Achievement can be made

possible through the

quality or type of work

done on the project.

4. Responsibility can be

made available through

the leadership or technical

positions offered in the

project.

Besides those "tatisfiers" men-

tioned above, the project can

also be used to extend teachers'

contracts into the summer, make

pay differentials possible and

add some variety to the job

assignments.

Another important point about

the project approach is that it

frequently can include an approv-

al stipulation which gives to a

district leader--the superintend-

ent, the principal, the director,

etc.--an excellent opportunity to

implement some control over the

quality of the product being

developed. The product and proc-

ess must be planned and approval

granted before a project can go

on to the next phase. This ap-

proval stipulation can becoMe a

prerequisite to continuation of

the project at any point along

the life cycle continuum. In

this case, the approval stipula-

tion provides substantial control

opportunities.



How Does One Start Using the Project Approach?

Probably the first thing a

person should do when thinking

about using the project approach

is to'consider the various

opinions on the subject, Three

names surface from literature on

project management. Desmond L.

Cook is an educator, is practical

in his approach and is knowledge-

able. David I. Cleland has been

in project management since his

days in,the Air Force. He writes

well and is getting experience in

education by working with school

people in California. Russell

Archibald is a pioneer in project

management. He's a plain talker

and is able to make the transi-

tion from business jargon to

education without losing too much

in the process. His writing is

more technical than Cook and

Cleland, but interesting and in-

formative. Other writers are

available and offer interesting

insights into project management,

but these three provide substan-

tial material for the novice.

(A selected bibliography on

project management is given at

10

the end of this article.)

Once a person feels that he has

a good grasp of the subject of

project managemeht and top manage-

ment support, then-the next thing

would be to take a project-type

activity and try the project ap-

proach. When the test project

has been picked, then a project

leader should be selected who is

capable of prodking the deslred

end-results, This person must be

provided with a good staff, the

money needed to do the job, and

the functional leaders' coopera-

tion. It is important to work

slowly and gradually so that the..

people involved have time to ad-

just to the new project, approach.

Good planning, monitoring, and

evaluation of both the project's

process and the product-must be

undertaken. If the -first proj-

ect is- successful, explore the

characteristics that made-it a

success, see if they can be im-

provedland move on to the next

project.

As discussed in this article,

the project approach has some



important things to offer a

school district. It is a way to

build in some organizational

flexibility without completely

losing organizational stability.

The smaller, less complicated

project provides excellent

training for less experienced

administrators. And it can

give top management much better

control than any type of commit-

tee arrangement could ever do.

The project approach allows the

district to better utilize its

scarce resources. In sum, the

project approach produces better

educational results in a shorter

period of time, and it can aid

the bureaucratic organization in

its response to the changing

demands of our modern society.

11
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2Robert G. Owens, Or anizational Behavior in Schools (Englewood
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3Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York: Random House, Inc., 1970),
pp. 124-142.
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Decentralkzed Decision Making Toward Educational Coale by _$2.50
William W. Monahan and Homer M. Johnson; Vol. 16, No.-9; May 1973

Betwoon-oppil intra-rdstric't StUdent-Transferg by Ho111s $2.50
McMilan, David Sonnenfeld, and Hans Jansen; Vol._170 No.'1; A$2.00 - Os()
September 1973

The Attorney: A Member of the School Management ream? by
Thomas- A.- Shannon; Vol, 17, No. 2; October-1973 ($1

Self..Confrontation of by Richard A. Schmuck; Vol. 17,
No. 3; November 1973 _ :($1

Menqement Teams in EduCatiopOl Administration: -ideal?
ticap )3604* A;' Erickson and Robert 'Rose; 'Vol

44-N40411)0103;

sport; go:40414o 4m4_00 ;06001:2*nwdlirotuilty 0tnqul-
tiikatio0 by- WA tei" Schafpil- VOL017-14o., 5 riatitory 1074

ri

$2.00
.50 OSSC)

$2.00
.50 - OSSC)

$2,00

WOO



OSSC BULLETINS STILL AVAILABLE (cont.)

BULLETIN PRICE

Humaneness . Essential for Successful Management by Kenneth $1.25
A. Erickson; Vol. 17, No. 6; February 1974

A Firsthand Look,at the British Open School by Gerald J. Staley; $1.50
Vol. 17, No. 7; March 1974

Critical Tasks for the Secondary School Principalship of the $2.00
Future by Terry N. Lindquist; Vol. 17, No. 8; April 1974


